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Abstract

This paper investigates the effects of the education level, product market rigidities and employment protection legislation on growth. It exploits macro-panel data for OECD countries. For countries close to the technological frontier, education and rigidities are significantly related to TFP growth. The contribution of the interaction between product market regulation and labour market rigidity seems particularly substantial.
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Résumés

Cette étude propose une analyse empirique des effets sur la croissance du niveau d’éducation et des rigidités sur les marchés des biens et du travail. Elle mobilise pour cela des données macroéconomiques sur un panel de pays de l’OCDE. Pour les pays proches de la frontière technologique, l’éducation et les rigidités de marchés sont corréllées positivement avec la croissance de la PGF. La contribution de l’interaction entre les rigidités sur le marché des biens et les rigidités sur le marché du travail apparaît importante.
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1. Introduction

This paper contributes to the recent literature on growth determinants that emphasises the importance of the countries’ positions relative to the technological frontier (see Aghion and Howitt, 2006). Education policies or regulations on product and labour markets would not have the same effects on growth, whether they are close to or far from that frontier. The hypothesis of complementarity between product and labour market regulations, in terms of their effect on growth, is also investigated.

2. Growth and the Complementarity of Reforms

A first strand of the related literature shows a positive effect on growth of competition and entry into the product market, particularly within highly innovating sectors (see Aghion and Griffith, 2005, for a survey). A second set of papers focuses on the relationship between job protection and growth (see Saint Paul, 1997, 2002). However, to our knowledge, previous empirical research has not yet confirmed any direct impact of job protection or of R&D investment on growth (Bassanini and Ernst, 2002).

The model we estimate in this paper, on macro annual country panel data, aims at characterising the effect on total factor productivity (TFP) growth of the level of education in the workforce, rigidities in the product and labour markets and variations in the employment rate, in hours worked and in the capacity utilisation rate (CUR). TFP growth is measured by the variation in its log (Δtfp). Concerning the level of education in the workforce, the selected variable is the percentage of population aged 15 or over having some higher education (HIGH). This human capital stock variable can be used as a proxy for educational policies since it summarizes their history for a given country. Besides, this relatively stable variable can be of particular relevance when assessing the long-run consequences of educational policies as a driver of a country’s potential growth. The synthetic indicators EPL (Employment Protection and Legislation) and PMR (Product Market Regulation), provided by the OECD, are used to characterise rigidities in the labour and product markets, respectively. The most satisfactory estimates are obtained while taking into account the interaction between these two rigidities (rather than considering them separately), and with a two-year lag on the PMR index.

To disentangle respective effects of education and rigidities, whether the country is close to or far from the technological frontier, specific variables are constructed for the two subsets of countries. For a given year, a country will be assumed close to the frontier when its structural productivity is higher than or equal to x% of the structural productivity in the United States (which display the highest structural productivity levels over the whole period). A country’s structural productivity is defined as its productivity level assuming hours worked and the employment rate (whose returns are strongly decreasing) are the same as in the United States. This concept and its computation methods are detailed in Bourlès and Cette (2006, 2007). The frontier threshold x is set at 80%, which implies that 40% of the sample is close to the technological frontier. A change in this threshold does not affect the estimates significantly: if it is set at 78% (50% of the sample close to frontier) the conclusions barely differ.

The presence of changes in the employment rate (ER) and hours worked (H) variation makes it possible to take into account the decreasing returns from these two variables. The capacity utilisation rate variable corrects for cyclical effects.

Many other explanatory variables were alternatively introduced, but their estimated coefficients were not significantly different from zero. Amongst these, we can list: (i) concerning education, the percentage of population aged 15 or over with some primary or secondary education; (ii) for the labour market, the activity rates; (iii) regarding the production and innovation sectors, the share of ICT production in GDP, the ICT investment rate, the proportion of ICT in total investment, the share of private investment in total investment, the global investment volume or value, the share of public investment and the percentage of R&D spending in GDP; (iv) as for the financial conditions, short (3 months) and long (10 years) interest...

---

7 This specification prevents from using a continuous distance to frontier index as it would imply numerous co-linearity issues about hours worked, the employment rate and productivity.
rates, both nominal and real; (v) for fiscal policy, the primary public deficit, public debt and tax proceeds over GDP; (vi) for capital market regulation, stock market capitalisation to GDP, liquid liabilities to GDP, bank overhead costs as a share of total assets, bank net interest revenue as a share of interest-bearing assets and private credit granted by deposit money banks and other financial institutions over GDP.

The non-significance of ICT variables when education and rigidities are present in the model suggests that ICT investment and production, although influencing TFP growth, are strongly correlated with education and rigidities. The estimated relation can therefore be understood as a reduced-form model, in which the impact of education and rigidities on the labour and product markets are both direct and indirect, via ICT production and investment.

The estimated relation is as follows:

$$\Delta \text{tfp} = a_1.\text{HIGH} + a_2.\text{HIGH}.I_{x\%} + a_3.\text{EPL}.PMR_{-2} + a_4.\text{EPL}.PMR_{-2}.I_{x\%} + a_5.\Delta\text{ER} + a_6.\Delta\text{h} + a_7.\Delta\text{CUR} + \text{intercept} + u$$

(1)

where $I_{x\%}$ is a dummy variable characterising the technological frontier, that equals 1 if the country’s structural productivity is higher than $x\%$ of US structural productivity, and 0 otherwise.

The expected signs are: $0 < a_2; a_4 < 0; -1 < a_5; a_6 < 0; 0 < a_7 < 1$. The signs of $a_1$ and $a_3$ are a priori uncertain, as higher education and rigidities on the labour and product markets may as well have positive or negative effects on TFP growth far from the technological frontier (see Aghion and Howitt, 2006). Empirical analysis was carried out on a panel of 17 OECD countries during the period 1985-2003\(^8\). The focus on this particular sub-sample was dictated by the limited availability (in terms of countries and years) of time series on selected variables.

The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimates may be biased because of measurement errors or simultaneity issues, which can explain some counter-intuitive or unstable results. To remedy these biases, the instrumental variable method is implemented. The number of observations seems too small to apply the GMM.

Two tests are used to evaluate adjustment quality: the Sargan test (1958), which assesses the overall quality of the adjustment and relevance of the instruments, and the Davidson and Mac Kinnon test (1993) to check the exogeneity of the instruments. The list of instruments is detailed in Table 1, and the first-stage regressions estimates are available in Table 2.

3. Main results

The results (see Table 1) suggest that the estimated coefficient for higher education (HIGH) is systematically non-significant, while significantly different from zero (columns 6 through 8) with the expected positive sign when only countries close to the technological frontier are considered (HIGH.$I_{80\%}$). As regards the rigidities in product and labour markets, the most significant results are obtained when crossing rigidities in both markets, taking a two-year lag on the PMR index (columns 6 through 8), and separating the effects far from the technological frontier (coefficient of EPL.PMR_{-2} variable) from those close to the frontier (sum of coefficients of EPL.PMR_{-2} and EPL.PMR_{-2}.$I_{80\%}$ variables). Other specifications for rigidities variables give estimates non-significantly different from zero. In all estimations, the coefficient of the autoregressive term is small and non-significant (column 8). However, the coefficients related to the variations in the employment rate, in hours worked and in the CUR are always significant with the expected sign and relevant in terms of economic effects.

The most relevant specification seems to be the one in column 6. It turns out that: (i) a one-point increase in the percentage of population aged 15 or over with some higher education has no impact on TFP for

---

\(^{8}\) The 17 countries selected were: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the United-Kingdom and the United States.
countries far from frontier but increases TFP growth by about 0.1 point per year in countries close to technological frontier; (ii) a one-point decrease in the product of contemporaneous EPL with two-year lagged PMR reduces TFP growth by about 0.5 point per year for countries far from the frontier, but increases TFP growth by 0.2 point per year for countries close to frontier; (iii) a one-point increase in the employment rate reduces TFP by about 0.5; (iv) a one-percent increase in hours worked reduces TFP by about 0.7 points; (v) a one-point increase in the CUR (standardised over the whole sample) increases TFP by about 0.4 points.

These results are globally robust to the disaggregation of the various components of each indicator of rigidities. The detailed estimates are outlined in Aghion et al (2007). Concerning the product market, there are four components: barriers to entry, market structure, public sector size and vertical integration. The labour market indicator is broken down into employment protection and legislation on regular and temporary contracts. As for product market rigidities, the only component having no positive impact on TFP growth for countries close to the frontier appears to be the public sector size. This finding is consistent with Nicoletti and Scarpetta (2003). The two labour market rigidities components appear to have a similar impact.

4. Conclusion

The results presented in this paper confirm that the education level and rigidities in labour and product markets have different effects whether the country is far from or close to the technological frontier. This recalls the results synthesised in Aghion and Howitt (2006). The presented estimates are consistent with previous studies that mainly focused on product market rigidities (see for example Nicoletti and Scarpetta, 2003) but did not attempt either to characterise the crossed effect of rigidities on labour and product effects or to differentiate a specific effect close to the frontier (see Crafts 2006 for a survey). As regards the rigidities, an interaction between labour and product market regulations clearly appears; most signification results are obtained after lagging product market rigidities by two years. This confirms the results of previous analyses, as Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003). Concerning the product market regulations, the “public sector size” component appears not to have a significant effect. There is no consensus in the empirical literature on the effect of labour and product markets rigidities on growth. Numerous studies assess very disparate results: either no effect, or a positive or a negative impact (for a survey emphasising this diversity, see Babetskii and Campos, 2007). Pointing out the dependence upon the position relative to the technological frontier, our study provides an explanation for this disparity. Ignoring this heterogeneity may lead to various results depending on the countries present in the panel and their distance to the technological frontier.

The above analysis should of course be viewed with the usual caution. They rely on inevitably fragile estimates conducted on a small panel of industrialised countries. The estimates, nevertheless, suggest important gains in productivity growth, i.e. in potential growth, that may be achieved in some industrialised, mainly European, countries after undertaking ambitious reforms to increase the education level in the workforce and decrease rigidities in labour and product markets.
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